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I. INTRODUCTION
Sitting in an Internet caf6, you receive an important business call-on your
laptop. While traveling in Europe, you receive an important voice mail-in
your e-mail. You have an Atlanta area code and make calls all over the United
States-from Japan. Your business has a Texas area code, but it is located in
New York. This is the world as a result of the increasing presence of Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP).
The substantial growth of VoIP' has attracted the legislative eye of various
regulators.' The ability to conduct telephone calls over the Internet was
originally viewed as a technological novelty, but it has now advanced in
quality to become a real competitor to traditional telephone service. The
emerging technology has essentially developed without the burden of
regulation, yet the ability to provide a function that is similar to traditional
telephony has stirred up a great debate concerning the regulation of VoP.3
The debate centers on how VoIP should be regulated under two existing
options: regulation under traditional telephony laws, or as an Internet
telecommunication information provider.
To promote the growth and development of VoIP, regulators must provide
certainty with a regulatory framework that does not stunt innovation,
investment, and competition. Substantive regulation should only be a reaction
to significant, unresolved issues as the technology emerges.
This Note, in Part II, examines the progression of telephony from Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to VolP. Part III describes the
international and U.S. regulation of PSTN networks and analyzes the current
state of international settlement rates. Part IV discusses the approach that
various nations take concerning the regulation of VolP. Part V suggests an
international regulatory framework to promote the growth and development of
VolP and the organizations that should lead the implementation of the
' See generally The Economist Intelligence Unit, World Telecoms: Calling all PCs,
ECONOMIST, Sept. 1,2005, http://www.viewswire.com/index.asp?layout=-IWPrintVW3&article_
id=789383664&Printer=printer.
2 See TRACY COHEN, OLLI MATTILA & RUSSELL SOUTHWOOD, INT'L TELECOMM. UNION,
GSR 2005 DISCUSSION PAPER: VOCIP AND REGULATION (2005), available at http://www.itu.int/
ITU-D/treg/Events/Seminars/GSR/GSR5/Dcuments/GSR%2Discussin%2OPapero2OVoP.
pdf [hereinafter GSR PAPER].
See Bill Hunt, Sidebar: Voice Over IP Drives the Regulatory Debate, TMCNET, Nov.
2004, http://www.tmcnet.com/voip/1 104/RegulationSidebar.htm.
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international regulatory scheme. Additionally, Part V provides an analysis of
pertinent social issues under the proposed international regulatory scheme.
II. PUBLIC SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK (PSTN) vs. VOICE
OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL (VOIP)
Since the first voice transmission sent by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876,'
the conventional technology used to transport voice traffic has been "circuit
switching."5 Circuit-switched technology is routed over the public switched
telephone network (PSTN). It connects single units "to a local exchange
carrier (LEC) that provides the major switch servicing for a large geographic
area." 6 For long distance, an interexchange carrier (IXC) routes calls from one
exchange to another.7 The key element of this technology is that a voice
transmission made through the PSTN system "involves a continuous, analog
transmission through a single circuit. '
For the duration of a telephone conversation, a channel of fixed bandwidth
stays open, only utilized by the end users.9 Furthermore, PSTN does not allow
for simultaneous transfer of data with voice transmission." Therefore, PSTN
can be relatively inefficient technology for communication because capacity
is wasted on continuous connections that may not be in use." Even though
inefficient, "after more than 100 years, PSTN technology has developed into
a reliable, global system for virtually instantaneous interactive voice and
related telecommunications."12
4 Cisco PRESS, VoIP FUNDAMENTALS 5 (2001), available at http://searchnetworking.
techtarget.com/searchNetworking/ContentTypes/White Paper/VoIPFundamentals.PDF.
' Stephen E. Blythe, The Regulation of Voice-Over-Internet-Protocol in the United'States,
the European Union, and the United Kingdom, 5 J. HIGH TECH. L. 161, 165 (2005).
6 Jared S. Dinkes, Note, Rethinking the Revolution: Competitive Telephony in a Voice over
Internet Protocol Era, 66 OHIO ST. L.J. 833, 839 (2005).
7 Id.
' Peter Brown, Voice-Over-Internet-Protocol (VOIP): At the Dawn of Regulation?, in
COMPUTER & INTERNET LAW INSTITUTE, at 35, 41 (PLI Computer & Internet Law, Course
Handbook Series No. 823, 2005).
' Dinkes, supra note 6, at 839.
'o Konrad L. Trope, Voice over Internet Protocol: The Revolution in America's
Telecommunications Restructuring Infrastructure, in COMPUTER & INTERNET LAW INSTITUTE,
supra note 8, at 55, 64.
" Rhonda L. Wickham, It 's in the Software, TELEPHONY, July 15, 2000, available at http://
telephonyonline.com/wireless/mag/wirelesssoftware/index.html.
2 Brown, supra note 8, at 42.
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Although VoIP telephony provides voice transmissions like PSTN, the
technology utilized in a VolP network is drastically different than PSTN
technology. VolP, also referred to as "internet telephony" or "IP telephony,"
is a communication technology in which data is transmitted over a broadband
internet connection. The transmission of information in VolP "is essentially
no different from other forms of information transmitted over the internet such
as instant messages, video, e-mail, or information accessed on the world wide
web."' 3
Instead of utilizing the circuit switching technology found in PSTN, VolP
operates through packet switching technology. Data is not routed over a
"dedicated line" in packet switching technology using a continuous
connection; instead, data packets transfer "through a chaotic network among
thousands ofpossible paths."' 4 Additionally, while circuit switching allows for
the connection to remain open and constant, packet switching connections only
open briefly. 5 The connection will open long enough to allow "[t]he sending
computer [to chop] data into small packets, with an address on each one telling
the network devices where to send them."' 6 That data will travel through
various routers until it reaches the nearest router to the receiving computer or
adapter.' 7 When the packets reach the receiving computer, the computer
restores the data within the packets based on instructions inside the packets. 8
VolP first emerged in the early 1990s, and it was limited to computer-to-
computer voice communications. 9 However, consumers now have the
" Dinkes, supra note 6, at 840.
14 Robert Valdes, How VolP Works: VoIP: Circuit Switching and Packet Switching,






19 Brown, supra note 8, at 42. The most widely used computer-to-computer application is
Skype. Skype is a free program that allows users to communicate with others using a
microphone, speakers, or a USB phone. With its Skypein service, Skype users can be reached
by non-Skype users with traditional phones, regular and cellular. John Blau, Skype Launches
Premium Services, PCWORLD, Apr. 18,2005, http://www.pcworld.com/article/id, 12048 1-page,
1/article.html. Furthermore, for a fee, Skype users can call traditional telephone numbers.
Skype, What is Free and What Costs You a Little Money, http://www.skype.com/products
priceoverview/ (last visited June 6, 2007). Recently, eBay bought Skype for $2.6 billion. John
Blau, EBay Buys Skype for $2.6 Billion, PCWoRLD, Sept. 12, 2005, http://www.pcworld.com/
article/id, 122516-page, 1/article.html?RSS=RSS.
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opportunity to utilize VolP through a VoP specific telephone or an adaptor
that allows for the use of a traditional telephone.20
By utilizing packet switching technology, "VolP can offer more features
than traditional telephony., 21 For example, packet switching permits VolP
providers to maximize bandwidth capacity, 2 to reduce the time of maintaining
the circuit, to allow "a computer [to] accept information from numerous other
computers simultaneously, and [to reduce the] cost of transmission of the
message., 23 Furthermore, Vol? makes a phone network work better.24 When
21 Vonage is an example of a company that allows consumers to use adapters and a
traditional telephone to make telephone calls over an Internet connection. Currently, Vonage
offers unlimited service for a monthly charge of $25. Vonage, http://www.vonage.com (last
visited June 6, 2007). Rates offered by Vonage are typically cheaper than traditional telephone
companies. For example, a call made to Greece would cost seven cents per minute using
Vonage. Vonage, International Rates, http://www. vonage.com/intrates (last visited June 6,
2007). However, one traditional telephone provider charges forty-three cents per minute. The
Davis Company, http://www.davis-company.com/countries/Greece.html (last visited June 6,
2007).
21 Dinkes, supra note 6, at 841. The advantages that VoIP possesses may contribute to its
steady growth. VoIP systems sales in North America in 2005 were forecast to increase 32%
from $686 million in 2004 to $903 million. Matt Hamblen, VolP: Ready for Prime Time,
COMPUTERWORLD, Jan. 17, 2005, http://www.computerworld.com/networkingtopics/network
ing/story/0,10801,98961,00.html. On the other hand, PSTN systems were expected to be down
to $999 million in 2005: a 32% drop from 2004. Id. By the end of 2007, it is expected that 10
million people will be using VoIP exclusively in the United States, which would be a drastic
increase from the 800,000 people expected to have used it at the end of 2004. Derek Johnson
& Luke Slymen, VoIP: Is it Ready for Primetime?, INC.COM, Nov. 2004, http://www.inc.corn
articles/2004/1 1/voip.html. The growth of VolP is found in foreign countries as well. For
example, the Chinese VolP Market is expected to grow from 13 billion minutes in 2005 to a total
of 324 billion minutes in 2007. China VolP Market Development 2005, RESEARCH AND
MARKETS, Sept. 2005, http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/312510. Furthermore,
computer-to-computer is expected to grow from nineteen million users in 2004 to twenty-nine
million users in 2005. Additionally, a number of major international carriers have committed
themselves to making the transition to VolP, including British Telecom (100% by 2009); MCI
(100% of all traffic by the end of 2005); AT&T (100% by the end of2010); and Telecom Italia
(80% of all traffic went by VoIP by the end of 2003). GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 10.
22 R. Alex DuFour, Voice Over Internet Protocol: Ending Uncertainty and Promoting
Innovation through a Regulatory Framework, 13 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 471, 475 (2005).
23 Blythe, supra note 5, at 166. VolP can increase functionality by being "integrated with
other applications," such as presence detection ("find me" services), universal messaging, real
time language translation, multi-point video conferencing, push-to-talk cellular, and voice chat.
Internet Society, Voice Over Internet Protocol: Status and Industry Recommendations, http://
www.isoc.org/pubpolpillar/voip-paper.shtml (last visited June 6, 2007).
24 See VoIP-info.org, What is VolP, http://www.voip-info.org/wiki/view/What+is+VOIP
(last visited June 6, 2007).
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an individual subscribes to a VolP provider, "[i]ncoming phone calls are
automatically routed to [the] VOIP phone where ever [it is plugged] into the
network."25 This means an individual can plug his other VolP phone into a
high speed internet connection anywhere in the world to make and receive
calls just like being at home. Additionally, VolP providers have applications
embedded in the technology that contain unified messaging: handling voice,
fax, e-mail, and regular text messages as objects in a single mailbox.26 A user
can access his mailbox by e-mail or telephone.27
Due to the rapid proliferation of high-speed Internet connections and
VolP's inexpensive cost, VoP service has experienced a rapid, global
growth." The rapid growth has steadily gained the attention of regulators in
various nations.2 9 Predictably, the significant growth in VoIP has prodded
various nations to implement regulations concerning VolP service.30 However,
at what expense should regulations be applied to VoIP? The regulation of
VolP service could result in higher prices for consumers, possibly stunting the
growth of VoIP and decreasing usage by consumers.3
Inevitably, VoP will be regulated in some manner. For each nation, the
main objectives for VolP regulation should be the facilitation of investment,
encouragement of competition, fostering of innovation in technology,32 and
importantly, keeping communication costs at a minimum. Nations that fail to
adhere to this recommendation will expose themselves to potentially severe
market disadvantages.33
25 Id.
26 Kevin Komiega, Is VoP readyforprime time?, SEARCHWINIT.coM, Apr. 26,200 1,http://
searchwinit.techtarget.com/tip/1,289483,sidl_gci547797,00.html.
27 Id.
28 VoIP grew by 35% to more than 30 billion minutes in 2004. VoIP's growth is occurring
more quickly than that of circuit-switched traffic, and it was estimated that VoIP would account
for about 16% of all international voice minutes in 2005. Stephen Lawson, VoIP a Wake-Up
Callfor GlobalPhone Competition, ITWORLD.coM, Dec. 16,2005, http://www.itworld.com/Net/
3303/051219voipcomp/.
29 Jeff Pulver, Pending Threats of International VoIP Regulation, THE JEFF PULVER BLOG,
Oct. 23, 2003, http://pulverblog.pulver.com/archives/000183.html (noting that U.S. state
regulations may lead to other nations regulating VoIP).
30 See Internet Society, supra note 23 (citing current regulations that can be found in various
nations across the world).
31 Grant Gross, Regulation Called a Threat to VolP, NETWORKWORLD, Feb. 9, 2004, http://
www.networkworld.com/news/2004/0209voipstory.html.
32 See Internet Society, supra note 23.
33 Id.
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. To provide an atmosphere conducive to the development of VolP,
regulation will need to be on an international level. Although various entities
throughout the world are attempting to address the challenges that arise in
confronting VolP services, it is necessary for legal communities to work
together on an international level because "VolP knows no border., 34 If
nations do not operate together, single nations have the potential to establish
sets of "inconsistent, vague, fear-driven regulations that are ultimately useless
to be enacted., 35 If nations implement international agreements, the various
nations "will help to speed the development of awareness, resources, and
approaches to foster the rapid deployment and ubiquity of IP
communications."36
Future regulation should also be based on a fundamental recognition of the
probable convergence of telecommunications, media, and information
technology sectors addressed by a single regulatory framework. 37 A viable
single regulatory framework could be provided by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU), with the assistance of other international
organizations that are at the forefront of VoiP regulation.
III. THE REGULATORY SCHEME OF TRADITIONAL PSTN
A. Regulatory Issues Concerning PSTN
In most nations, PSTN service providers are common carriers that are
subject to domestic regulation.38 An important aspect of the regulation is the
" AndyOram, The State ofVoIP, O'REILLYNETWOPK, Oct. 22,2004, http://www.oreillynet.
com/pub/a/network/2004/10/22/voipl.html (citing former FCC Commissioner Michael
Powell's assertion that the United States needs to work with its international counterparts "to
ensure a minimal regulatory environment").
" George Spafford, Protecting the Internet's Potential Value, ESECUR1TYPLANET.COM, June
13, 2005, http://www.esecurityplanet.conviews/article.php/1 1163_3512236_2 (arguing that
governments must act together "to protect their national economies and security to put in a
sensible set of baseline security requirements and enforcement to ensure compliance").
36 Press Release, The Global IP Alliance, Global IP Alliance Releases Report and Establishes
WiKi on Evolving State IP-Based Communications Around the Globe: Study Indicates Wide
Disparity of Treatment Towards VoIP (Aug. 8, 2005), available at http://www.ipall.org/8-1-
05.doc.
3 See GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 5.
38 See Allen S. Hammond, IV, Universal Service. Problems, Solutions, and Responsive
Policies, 57 FED. COMM L.J. 187 (2005).
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financing of international accounting and settlement rates.39 However, due to
the technology utilized in IP telephony, VolP providers typically do not
finance an international settlement charge.4
B. The Accounting Rates Regime and International Settlement Rates
PSTN providers who offer "international services have traditionally settled
revenues for international calls based on 'accounting rates' negotiated between
[each country]."4' The international accounting rates regime dates back to the
establishment of the ITU in 1865, "and the need to develop a simple
mechanism for compensating international operators . .. for delivering
international calls" emerged.42 The PSTN who "originates traffic to another
country is entitled to a credit of half the accounting rate...," in addition to
"the excess between the full accounting rate and the higher 'collection rate'43
it charges to its customers." Additionally, "[t]he other half of the accounting
rate must be paid to the [PSTN] in the other country that terminates the call." 5
Accounting rates have been steadily increasing to the extent that the rates
exceed the associated costs.46 This has typically been a result of countries with
"more monopolistic telephone systems" maintaining high accounting rates,
"while those with more competitive systems have not."'47 Due to the increasing
39 See CITEL, VII MEETING OF THE PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE I: PUBLC
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (1997), available at http://www.citel.oas.org/PCC1/final/pl 
-
0492_i.doc.
40 Jean-Louis Tertian, Internet Society, Telecoms Infrastructures: The Famines of the New
Millennium?, http://www.isoc.org/inet2000/cdproceedings/8b/8b_2.htm (last visited June 8,
2007) (stating that VolP providers may be responsible to pay a settlement charge if their services
are partially carried on a PSTN network).
4' Hank Intven et al., Internet Telephony - The Regulatory Issues, 21 HASTINGS COMM. &
ENT. L.J. 1, 16 (1998).
42 Tertian, supra note 40.
43 The collection rate is the retail price charged by the operator. Paul W. Kenefick, A Step
in the Right Direction: The FCC Provides Regulatory Relief in International Settlements and
International Services Licensing, 8 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 43, 52 (2000).
" Intven et al., supra note 41, at 16.
45 Id.
4 See id at 17.
41 Id. at 16. This growth in accounting rates caused the increase of the U.S. net settlement
payments from $2.8 billion in 1990 to almost $5.3 billion in 1998. Francesco Castelli et al.,
Global Universal Service and International Settlement Reform, 4 Q. J. ECON. RES. 679, 683
(2000), available at http://www.diw.de/english/produkte/publikationen/vierteljahrshefte/docs/
papers/v 00 4 14.pdf.
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costs associated with settlement rates, the United States is in the process of
formulating a reformation of the accounting rates.4"
In an attempt to lower settlement rates, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), in 1997, prohibited U.S. carriers "from paying
inappropriately high rates to foreign companies to the detriment of U.S.
consumers." 9 The FCC established high price benchmarks requiring U.S.
carriers to negotiate settlement rates at or below the benchmarks.50 Recently,
the FCC has backed off this measure. In 2004, the FCC issued the
International Settlements Policy (ISP) Reform Order resulting in the removal
of the established benchmarks to allow more flexibility for U.S. carriers to
negotiate with foreign carriers and to encourage more cost-based rates for U.S.
consumers.
5 1
The FCC has influenced some decrease of settlement rates in many
countries.52 Still, developing countries tend to resist reformation in settlement
payments "because of concern that a change may jeopardize a significant
source of revenue and threaten their economic development plans." 3
Continued reliance on settlement rates, through PSTN services, could be
detrimental to developing countries because there has been a steady decline in
the value of the international voice market on PSTN networks.5 4 Thus,
developing countries are riding in a sinking ship of revenues. This decline can
be partially attributed to IP telephony and other Internet related communication
technologies.55 To alleviate this potential loss, developing countries should
look long-term "to reduce their international tariffs and compete by
incorporating new and innovative services," such as VoP. 6
48 Castelli et al., supra note 47, at 683.
49 Federal Communications Commission (FCC), International Settlements Policy and U.S.-




52 ROBIN MASON, UNIV. OF CAMBRIDGE, INTERNET TELEPHONY AND THE INTERNATIONAL
ACCOUNTING RATE SYSTEM 6-7 (1998), available at http://www.soton.ac.uk/-ram2/papers/
voipint5.pdf.
5' Castelli et al., supra note 47, at 682 (citation omitted). Settlement rates "provide a major
source of external revenues" for PSTN in developing countries. Intven et al., supra note 41, at
16.
54 See INT'L TELECOMMS UNION, VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL: TO REGULATE ORNOT
To REGULATE? 8 (2005), http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/VoIP.pdf [hereinafter ITU-R].
55 MASON, supra note 52, at 10.
56 Castelli et al., supra note 47, at 686-87.
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C. U.S. Government Regulation ofPSTN Telecommunications and the Internet
The regulatory framework that governs the Internet as a tool to transmit
voice and data communication is provided in the Telecommunications Act of
1996 (1996 Act).57 The purpose of the 1996 Act is "[t]o promote competition
and reduce regulation in order to secure lower prices and higher quality
services for American telecommunications consumers and encourage the rapid
deployment of new telecommunications technologies."' 8  The 1996 Act
provided succinct definitions to distinguish the types of services that could be
regulated, which include "telecommunications services" and "information
services."59
An "information service" is "the offering of a capability for generating,
acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making
available information via telecommunications. "60 In contrast,
"telecommunications service" is "the offering of telecommunications for a fee
directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available
directly to the public, regardless of the facilities used."'"
As part of the 1996 Act, all PSTN providers, as telecommunication service
providers, are obligated to provide "common carrier obligations," including
such services as 911 emergency calling, universal access, and telephone
transmission services for the hearing or sight impaired.62 State, local, and
federal taxes and tariffs associated with the monthly invoices for PSTN service
fund the mandated common carrier obligations.63
Internet access originating through the PSTN system is subject to both
regulations as well as the imposition of taxes and tariffs pursuant to
telecommunications services under the 1996 Act.6 For example, the FCC
recently held that AT&T's VolP service that travels along the PSTN system
is subject to interstate access charges. 65  However, the FCC excluded
" Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (1996).
58 Id.
59 Id. § 3.
6 Id. § 3(41).
61 Id. § 3(51).
62 Trope, supra note 10, at 65.
63 Id.
64 Id. at 76.
65 Order Fed. Commc'ns Comm'n, In re Petition for Declaratory Ruling that AT&T's Phone-
to-Phone IP Telephony Services are Exempt from Access Charges, No. 02-361 (Apr. 21, 2004),
availableathttp://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-04-97A .doc. This decision
applies to a supplier that (1) held itself out as offering voice telephony or facsimile transmission
[Vol. 35:575
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computer-to-computer VolP telephony because it was "conducted through
Internet access provided by an unregulated Internet Service Provider (ISP) by
use of software and hardware at the calling and receiving parties' premises. '"66
Because the ISP was an information service and not a telecommunication
service, VolP was not subject to common carrier obligations.67
Common carriers' obligations require telecommunication providers "to
provide access to their local networks to competitors at a wholesale price when
such competitors [are] providing 'basic' telecommunication services as
opposed to ... information services."68 VolP providers do not have these
obligations.69
The distinction between telecommunications services and information
services stems from the notion that telecommunications services should be
provided "on a universal basis to certainly every household."70 Information
services, though, "are considered to be an area where less regulation is
imposed so as to promote the growth and development of the 'information
superhighway.' ""7 Thus, the FCC's determination that VolP is an
"information service" has allowed VolP telephony "to develop largely
unburdened with regulation."72
IV. A SHIFT TO INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS
As VolP services continue to grow and improve through the progression of
technology with minimal regulatory barriers, it is probable that more
regulatory schemes will be implemented. Currently, there is not a unified
service; (2) allowed users to use the same, ordinary customer premises equipment as customers
placing calls over the PSTN; (3) let the customer call telephone numbers assigned under the
North American Numbering Plan (NANP) (i.e., 1-nnn-nnn-nnnn) and associated international
agreements; and (4) transmitted customer information without net change in form or content.
66 Brown, supra note 8, at 44.
67 Id.
68 Trope, supra note 10, at 76.
69 Id. at 76-77; see also Vonage Holdings Corp. v. Minn. Pub. Utils. Comm'n, 394 F.3d 568
(8th Cir. 2004) (holding, pursuant to a FCC Declaratory Order and Opinion, that the state of
Minnesota could not impose common carrier obligations on a VoIP service provider).
70 Trope, supra note 10, at 77.
71 Id.
72 Blythe, supra note 5, at 167; see also Brand X Internet Servs. v. FCC, 345 F.3d 1120 (9th
Cir. 2003), rev'd sub nom. Nat'l Cable & Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545
U.S. 967 (2005).
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international regulation regarding VolP.73 Due to the evolving aspects of
VolP, a rigid set of regulations may not be feasible.74 However, some sort of
international regulatory scheme is needed to continue the promotion of
competition through innovative, cheaper services in the interest of users while
ensuring consumer protection and societal concerns.75
Due to contrasting global perceptions of VolP, different countries have
approached the regulation of VolP in various fashions. Some countries have
adopted an incremental, evolutionary approach to VolP regulatory issues
seeking to make modest adjustments to their regulatory frameworks, allowing
them to conform to future changes.76 For other countries, VoIP represents a
considerable threat to the established order and remains illegal.77
In the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), the deployment of VolP has
been influenced by the main telephone utility providers (China Unicom, China
Telecom, and China TieTong).78 Currently, P.R.C. has "no specific VolP
regulation, and VoP has not been classified as either a value-added network
service, or as a basic service., 79 The Chinese "government is considering
whether to ban the use of VolP services provided by those other than licensed
operators."8 °
"Various countries [and legal communities] have legalised VolP services
at different levels."'" For example, Canada, the European Union (EU), Japan,
13 See Blythe, supra note 5, at 180.
7' GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 17.
75 See Internet Society, supra note 23.
76 See, e.g., Australia, Austria, Botswana, France, Hong Kong, Japan, Norway, Philippines,
Singapore, and Zimbabwe. International Trade Administration (ITA), Worldwide VoIP
Regulatory and Market Information, http://web.ita.doc.gov/ITI/itiHome.nsf/5713559d82a954
b085256c40075a766/cb2a434afea6790485256d020053fef0/$FILE/voip%20worldwide.doc (last
visited Apr. 14, 2007) [hereinafter ITA).
" These countries include Azerbaijan, Burundi, and Mozambique. Cyber Telecom, VoIP:
International, http://www.cybertelecom.org/voip/international.htm (last visited June 9, 2007).
78 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 12.
79 Id.
'0 Id. While VoIP users actually pay for the service, the money does not go to incumbent
operators but a host of new service providers, which is why incumbent operators are trying to
block or delay legislation that may favor the deployment of VolP by their competitors. The
ambiguity of the policy shows that the government wants to protect the incumbents, but also
recognizes that the service can benefit the public and market growth. World Summit on the
Information Society, Paving the Way to NewProducts and Services: ITU's Telecommunications
Standardization Sector, http://www.itu.int/wsis/tunis/newsroom/background/itu-t-overview.html
(last visited June 10, 2007) [hereinafter ISOC].
" GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 12.
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India, and Korea have legalized all forms of VolP service. 2 These legal
communities are mostly all developed, industrialized nations with market
economies, and already tend to allow market competition to lower costs and
prices.8 3 These types of nations are generally hoping to realize large decreases
in the amount of their international settlement charge payments to other
nations.8 4
According to the European Regulators Group (Group), "VolP should be
used to enable (for the benefit of consumers) the greatest possible level of
innovation and competitive entry in the market, whilst ensuring that consumers
are adequately protected."8' Although the Group has suggested a minimal
regulatory approach to VolP, "each member state will develop its own specific
policies under the EU framework, with varying degrees of regulation." 6
Similar to the policy adopted in the EU, Japan and South Korea permit
VolP with minimal regulation. 7 Furthermore, Japan and South Korea levy no
tariffs or access charges on VolP services unless a call is terminated on the
network of a PSTN operator.88
82 Id.
8' See Shaun P. Montana, Note, An Approach to the International Regulatory Issues of IP
Telephony, 8 B.U. J. SC. & TECH. L. 682, 701 (2002).
84 Id. at 698.
" GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 12. European regulators recognize that they will eventually
be forced to consider imposing the same rights and obligations on VoIP as currently apply to
telecoms operators. These include: "[u]sers' rights and universal service obligation (coverage,
public pay phones, retail service, quality of service, operator assistance, etc.)[;] number
portability[; and] access to emergency services." See EU Keeps Hands Off Internet Calls
Regulation (VoIP), EuRACTIv.coM, Feb. 14,2005, http://www.euractiv.comen/infosociety/eu-
keeps-hands-intemet-calls-regulation voip/article-135464.
86 Internet Society, supra note 23. The concern has been expressed that "[u]ntil there is a
harmonized approach to VoIP regulation across the EU, there will remain a high degree of
regulatory uncertainty." Id
87 See ICT Regulation Toolkit, Trends in VoIP Regulation, http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.
org/enlSection.2179.html (last visited June 10, 2007). The amount of regulation in Japan and
South Korea is dependent on the type of service offered; this in turn determines the quality of
service (QoS) required by the provider. The legal framework distinguishes three types of VoIP
services based on the quality of service. Providers that do not need numbers for their operation
do not have to comply with quality of service requirements. If the provider can ensure a
minimum QoS, the authority can assign it 050-prefix numbers. If the quality is as good as
traditional telephony, providers can use the same numbers as the PSTN. Tracy Cohen, VoIP and
Regulation, in TRENDS IN TELECOMMUNICATION REFORM 2005, at 11 (2005), available at
http://www.afridigital.net/downloads/ITUVoIPfinaldfit.doc.
88 ICT Regulation Toolkit, supra note 87.
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In Canada, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC) decided that it would only regulate VolP service when
it is provided and used as a local or long distance telephone service. 9 This
decision to regulate VolP in the same fashion as local telephone service is
based on the idea of service neutrality, suggesting that VoP has the same core
attributes as local exchange services, while paying regard to the economic
disparity of such services.90
Countries that believe that VoIP will not decrease revenue in a harmful way
and will increase open market competition to benefit the overall economy have
now lifted prohibitions on VolP telephony.9 For example, South Africa, as of
February 1, 2005, permits any holder of a "value added network 92 service or
"enhanced service license" to carry voice on its networks.93 The prior
restrictions were a result of regulatory complaints by Telkom SA Limited, the
incumbent operator, which sought to stifle competition.94 Currently, there is
no South African "regulation of rates and tariffs for VolP services"; however,
regulators are "considering quality of service [QoS]95 issues and access to
emergency services on VoP networks. 96
Some nations have not provided concrete regulations regarding VolP;
instead, these nations have launched a public consultation on VolP to get
89 LEMAY-YATES Assocs., INC., A DISCUSSION OF THE EVOLUTION OF VolP REGULATION
WORLDWIDE 13 (2005), available at http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/epic/site/smt-gst.nsf/vwapj/dgtp-
007-05-appdx2.pdf/$FILE/dgtp-007-05-appdx2.pdf.
90 This decision "appears to go beyond minimal regulation of VolP and could result in
regulations that constrain service providers, both incumbents and new entrants, from deploying
VoIP services since these would appear to be subject to the same regulatory framework
governing the provision of PSTN services." Internet Society, supra note 23.
9' See Montana, supra note 83, at 702.
92 A "value added network (VAN) is a private network provider ... that is hired by a
company to facilitate electronic data interchange (EDI) or provide other network services."
Searchnetworking.com, Definitions, http://searchnetworking.techtarget.corn/sDefinition/0,,sid7
_gci341986,00.html (last visited June 10, 2007).
9' GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 14; see also Barry Hiles, SA Corporates to Leap into VoIP,
SOUTHAFRICAINFO, Feb. 1,2005, http://www.southafrica.info/doingbusiness/trends/voip-dereg
ulation.htm.
" See Hiles, supra note 93. A survey by World Wide Worx indicates "that VOIP will
develop from the emerging technology it was in 2003 with 78 percent of the surveyed
corporations using it in 2004, up from 31 percent in 2003." Internet Society, supra note 23.
" "[QoS] refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network
traffic over various technologies .. " Cisco, Cisco Connection Documentation: Quality of
Service Network: Introduction, http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/cisintwk/itodoc/qos.
htm (last visited June 10, 2007).
96 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 14.
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industry and consumer perspectives.97 For example, Chile has "stressed [that
regulations] need to increase the development of new technologies that will
allow . . . better services for consumers and promote network and
infrastructure deployment."9" It is argued that the guidelines provided in the
consultation paper are "too rigid and potentially problematic in an increasingly
converged environment."99 The Chilean incumbent refuted this perception and
suggests "that the introduction of [VolP] will only positively affect a small
group of the population but will take income from it, thus reducing the
financing of current networks, discouraging investment and therefore harming
the access to services for the less well off."' 00
Colombia has issued a public consultation as well to address the issues of
emergency calling, numbering, network availability in event of disaster, and
lawful interception.' 01 In response to the consultation, some individuals view
"the introduction of VolP services as market skimming and argue that it will
be to the detriment of contributions to the Universal Service Fund."'0 2
Furthermore, "[t]he incumbent has argued that VolP service providers should
bear the same regulatory burdens as the [incumbent providers]."10 3
Other nations that have issued public consultation documents to get
different perceptions from industry insiders, scholars, and consumers include:
Israel, Taiwan, China, and Trinidad and Tobago.' '
97 See id. at 13, 15, 16.
98 Id. at 15. According to the applicable European Union consultation document, if"VoIP
services are offered through the PSTN network, operators are required to comply with the
regulations for PSTN services." If services are provided over the Internet, "they are not subject
to the same conditions." INT'L TELECOMMS UNION, THE STATUS OF VOICE OVER INTERNET
PROTOCOL (VOIP) WORLDWIDE, 2006, at 23 (2007), available at http://www.itu.int/osg/spo/ni/
Voice/papers/FoV-VoIP-Biggs-Draft.pdf.
9' GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 15.
1o0 Id.
101 Id. While Colombia is seeking clarification on the regulation of VolP, three main
telecommunication providers in Colombia have continued to provide VoIP services. ITA, supra
note 76.
102 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 15.
103 Id. The operators that legally provide VoIP services obtain licenses, paying licensing fees
in Colombia that are relatively high-about $150 million for a long distance license, "limiting
the interest of new entrants in the market to provide voice telephony services." It is suggested
that "[u]ntil Colombia's extraordinarily high licensing fees are eliminated for new providers of
VolP services, the current regulatory environment will be deemed too prohibitive for new
entrants." Internet Society, supra note 23.
"o GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 16.
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Other nations have held VolP to be completely illegal or have placed bans
on different portions of VolP. Some countries seek to ban websites that allow
users to make international calls.° 5 Other nations will periodically confiscate
or seize the equipment of illegal operators.0 6 To reinforce their position, some
jurisdictions provide jail sentences.'0 7
Some regulators have "mandated all ISPs... block IP ports identified with
VoIP services."' 8 These type of actions occurred in Panama before it ended
its monopoly in 2003.1"9 Additionally, some incumbent telecommunication
providers will filter or stop VoIP service providers on their own. 0 For
example, ISPs in Mexico and Kenya have filtered VoIP service providers,
including Skype."
Nations that have sought to ban VoIP services have done it for various
reasons. For developing nations that continue to have monopolies in
telecommunications service, they will not permit competition in the telephone
105 See Skype Blocked in China: Do Chinese Carriers Have the Right to Block VoIP to Stop
Revenue Loss or to Bolster National Security?, RED HERRING, Sept. 9, 2005, http://www.
redherring.com/Article.aspx?a=1 3516&hed=China+Telecom+Blocks+Skype (registration
required).
06 "In Ghana, a police team raided the premises of companies suspected of operating Internet
Telephony services. Their equipment was confiscated and some of the operators ended up in
jail." Mawuli Tse, Africa and VOIP: The Genie's Out of the Bottle and It s Going To Be Hard
To Stop, BALANCINGACT, http://www.balancingact-africa.com/news/back/balancing-act_67.html
(last visited June 10, 2007). See also Illegal Gateway Exchange Confiscated by PTA, PAK
TRIBUNE, Jan. 6, 2006, available at http://www.paktribune.com/news/index.php?id=130445
(stating that Pakistan authorities confiscated VoIP gateways during a raid).
107 See Tse, supra note 106. Recently, "[t]hree employees of an illegal VoIP service were
arrested in . . . Vlijayawada, India." The employees were arrested because their company
"subvert[ed] the telephone system by using [VoIP] to ...avoid[ ] the charge for long
distance...." Ian Elwood, Indian Regulations Over VoIP Operation: IndiaArrests Illegal VoIP
Operators and Closes Operation, VoIP NEWS, Jan. 12,2006, http://www.voip-news.com/news/
indian-voip-regulations.
'08 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 16.
109 Id.
... Id.; see also Ben Chamy, Mexico Telephone Operator Under VoIP Fire, CNET NEWS,
Apr. 25, 2005, http://cnet.news.com/Mexico+telephone+operator+under+VoIP+fire/2100-7352
3-5681542.html?tag=item.
... GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 16; see also Brian Lorgue, Regulator Orders Telkom Kenya
to Restore VoIP Services to ISP Kenya, APC.ORG, Mar. 3, 2003, http://rights.apc.org/africa/
index.shtml?apc=sc21843 e_ 1 &x=31132; Associated Press, China Telecom Seeks to Block VolP,
MSNBC, Sept. 12,2005, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/9311134/fram/RL.2. China Telecom,
the nation's largest fixed-line operator, has looked for ways "to block phone calls made over the
Internet such as the popular service offered by Skype...." The company maintains that "[s]uch
services threaten the business of fixed-line operators." Id.
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industry, which includes VolP, because they fear that competition from VoIP
providers will cause a substantial decrease in funds that are received in the
telecommunications industry. 12 Other nations have denied VolP entrance due
to "fear of the unknown.""' 3 After all, "[t]raditional networks have been
around for some time and are easy to understand[, but VolP services] are new
and can involve multiple services on a single network, each with a different
business model and pricing structure." ' 4
V. A REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
REGULATION OF VOIP
A. Potential Issues That May Arise in the International Regulation of VoIP
Although a "rigid classification" for the international regulation of VolP
cannot be totally established due to the fast "pace of technological and market-
driven change,""' 5 an international regulatory scheme is needed for stability
and clarity. The present deregulation causes uncertainty that tends to hamper
investments, decrease business competition, retard technological growth, and
prevent consumers from having access to better services." 6 If an international
regulatory scheme is not established, it is conceivable for any foreign company
to provide a superior product at a lower price, which will attract consumers
from other nations who, in effect, are ignoring the regulatory scheme found in
their nation." 7 For example, former FCC Chairman Michael Powell warned,
"[fwe do not create the proper regulatory climate in the United States, it is
..2 See Associated Press, supra note 11. The perceived "problem with international VolP
in India is that the telephone company is run by the government thus the competition of this type
of VolP system is diverting capital from public funds." Elwood, supra note 107. However,
some suggest that the facts do not support this perception because currently, "only 7 percent of
the public Internet traffic is VoIP, and overall, approximately 11-12 percent of the total voice
traffic in the world is VoIP." Internet Society, supra note 23.
..3 Tse, supra note 106.
114 Id.
..5 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 17.
116 See GERARDJ. WALDRON& RACHELWELCH, GLOBALINTERNETPOL'Y INITIATIVE, VOICE-
OVER-IP: THE FUTURE oF COMMUNICATIONS (2002), available athttp://www.internetpolicy.net/
practices/voip.pdf.
"7 See, e.g., SuperLine VoIP, http://www.voip.superline.co.uk/ (last visited June 10, 2007)
(offering cheap rates for international calls to people in European countries); Pleven, http://
www.pleven.net/ (last visited June 10, 1007) (allowing consumers to use its VoIP service
anywhere in the world).
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quite possible our local calls will be routed through Canada and Mexico at
cheaper rates, rather than through Kansas and Montana." '118 On an
international level, if regulators cannot effectively establish a method to shift
the issues of taxes and fees in the best way to provide a regulatory environment
promoting innovation and competition, regulators could soon miss a significant
regulatory opportunity to improve the overall aspects of VolP." 9
In concocting an international regulatory scheme, it is important to balance
the short and long-term policies. Some nations perceive VolP
as a major threat to established operators because it undercuts
their domestic and international long distance rates and radically
reduces their revenues. However, strict regulation in the short-
term to protect these revenues [such as forbidding VoP usage or
strict licensing conditions] may harm the development of the
sector in the longer term."'
120
VolP's lower prices may actually aid users "and help to increase the number
of users and the volume of usage," which in turn can help provide benefits to
the established operators.' 2 '
In implementing an international regulatory scheme, a vital task for
regulators is to effectively manage the transition to the new world of IP
networks. Other tasks include: determining "how much time is needed to make
changes to existing legislation or rulings to provide legal stability,' 2 creating
a statutory structure that will facilitate the regulatory scheme, 23 and appointing
international organizations to ensure that the regulatory scheme is effectively
implemented. Adhering to these benchmarks will aid in the implementation
of an effective international agreement.
118 Griff Witte, Few Rules Better for Calls On Internet, Powell Says: FCC Taking Lead in
Regulating VolP, WASH. POST, Feb. 25, 2004, at E02, available at http://www.washingtonpost.
com/wp-dyn/articles/A3495-2004Feb24.html.
9 See GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 26.
120 Id. at 19.
121 Id.
122 Id. at 20.
123 Id.
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B. Initiating an Effective Model to Define VoIP
To establish an effective international regulatory framework, all nations
should define VoIP consistently. In many nations, much depends on whether
VoIP is defined as a voice or information data service.'24 As a result, the
various technical meanings will produce contrasting results under different
nations' regulatory frameworks. 25 To move toward an international regulatory
framework, nations must refrain from attempting to regulate VoIP in terms that
were established for PSTN systems.'26 "Forcing VoIP to be regulated in the
same manner as the PSTN" is impractical due to the different technology used
in VoP.'27 A new classification for VoIP should encompass its current
characteristics while being flexible enough to adapt to any new innovations
that may be developed in the future. Due to the rapidly changing
telecommunications market, regulators will have to be prepared for a rapidly
changing market that will have "to deal with a large number of new services"
and competitive technologies.128
To prepare for the possibility of future innovations, it is necessary for
legislatures to provide a broad definition of IP telephony. A broader definition
will allow flexibility for regulators to adjust to new, unanticipated innovations
without forcing cumbersome, costly, and continual changes to the regulatory
scheme.' 29 Once a new classification has been provided, nations can modify
124 Intven et al., supra note 41, at 37.
125 See Montana, supra note 83, at 694. The United States classifies VoIP service as an
information service that is not regulated as traditional telephony regulations; Germany regulates
VoIP as a tele-service that "does not require notification or licensing"; Brazil regulates VoIP as
a value-added service that is regulated similarly to traditional telephony. ITA, supra note 76.
126 Due partially to "the myriad technical flavors of VoIP and dearth of regulatory precedent,
regulators around the globe are increasingly challenged to pigeon-hole VoIP into established
regulatory buckets .. " SCOTT C. FORBES, REAL-TIME COLLABORATION GROUP, CAN VOIP
PROVIDERS MEET THEIR SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS? 4 (2005), available at http://web.si.umich.edu/
tprc/papers/2005/502/forbes%20tprc%202005%20final.pdf.
127 WORKING GROUP ON INTERNET GOVERNANCE, DRAFr WGIG ISSUE PAPER ON VOIP 3,
available at http://www.wgig.org/docs/WP-VoIP.pdf (last visited June 10, 2007).
128 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 20 (noting that "[t]he policy and regulatory framework may
be influenced or changed by international market developments over which they have little or
no control").
129 A possible definition for VoIP could be "an advanced Internet communications service
that provides real-time voice communications to the public for a fee, and in which voice is the
primary component of the service." The Online Office of Congressman Rick Boucher, Section-
by-Section Summary: "Advanced Internet Communications Services Act," http://www.boucher.
house.gov/index.php?option=com-content&task=view&id=l 8&Itemid= (last visited June 10,
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their current regulations to be in compliance with the new classification or
completely change their regulatory framework.
C. The Roles of International Organizations- Who Will Head the New
International Regulatory Framework?
The ITU, whose first action was "developing internationally-agreed
technical and operating standards and defining tariff and accounting principles
for international telecommunication services,"'13 would be the ideal
international organization to determine a consensus classification for VolP.
Furthermore, ITU appears to have already begun work on this task.' As
recognized by the Internet Society (ISOC,) the ITU has produced standards
that "are impartial, globally applicable, of the highest quality and cover a very
broad range of telecommunications technologies."'' Because ITU recognizes
an increasingly competitive market, it has already established "a unique
multilateral forum which allows competing interests to meet in an atmosphere
of constructive debate, providing a framework for companies to mediate their
differences for the benefit of consumers."'3 Thus, ITU will not have to invest
in any future effort or time to become familiar with the characteristics of VolP,
which will aid in the development of a definition for VolP.
D. International Organizations: Taking the Forefront to Implement an
International Regulatory Framework
Upon developing a concrete definition for VolP, industry leaders,
regulators, and lawmakers from various nations will need to decide how to
regulate VolP and who will have the responsibility of overseeing the
implementation of the regulatory scheme. To develop an effective
international regulatory framework, it will be imperative that international
agreements are ratified by the various countries. To facilitate the adoption and
2007).
130 ISOC, supra note 80.
... See International Telecommunication Union, 2001 World Telecommunication Policy
Forum: IP Telephony, http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/wtpf/wtpf200I/ (last visited June 10, 2007);
see also INT'L TELECOMM. UNION, ITU AND ITS ACTIVITIES RELATED TO INTERNET-PROTOCOL
(IP)NETWORKS (2004), available at http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ip/itu-and-activities-related-to-
ip-networks-version- 1.pdf.
132 ISOC, supra note 80.
133 Id.
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ratification of international agreements, the most effective solution would
involve the formation of an internationally-agreed commission, influenced by
the participation of international organizations at the forefront of VoIP
standards and policies. In addition to providing a definition for VoIP, the ITU
should be the international commission to facilitate an international agreement
among the various nations. '34 The framework provided by the ITU should be
influenced by other international organizations, including the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),'35 Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), 136 and the Inter-American Telecommunication
Commission (CITEL).'37
Due to the history and framework of each international organization, the
ITU, influenced by the OECD, APEC, and CITEL, would be the ideal body to
take charge. For example, "the OECD produces internationally agreed
instruments, decisions and recommendations to promote [standards in
telecommunications] where multilateral agreement is necessary for individual
countries to make progress in a globalised economy." ' Furthermore, it
"decipher[s] emerging issues and identiffies] policies that work, [and] helps
policy-makers adopt strategic orientations."'3 The OECD has already begun
to highlight the significance of VolP and its possible consequences. 4
Furthermore, the OECD has provided studies that analyze and recommend the
134 The ITU has already begun to formulate possible agreements that various nations could
incorporate. Tim Greene, WillRegulation Squash VoIP?, PCWORLD, Oct. 18,2004, http://www.
pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid, 118193,00.asp.
1. The OECD is composed of thirty countries that share "a commitment to democratic
government and the market economy.... It helps governments to ensure the responsiveness of
key economic areas with sectoral monitoring." Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), About OECD, http://www.oecd.org/about/ (last visited June 10, 2007)
[hereinafter OECD].
136 The APEC is composed of twenty-one members that facilitate "economic growth,
cooperation, trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific region." Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), About APEC, http://www.apec.org/content/apec/aboutapec.html (last
visited June 10, 2007) [hereinafter APEC].
137 The Inter-American Telecommunication Commission is composed of thirty-five member
states. Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL), What is Citel?, http://www.
citel.oas.org/what is_ citel.asp (last visited June 10, 2007) [hereinafter CITEL].
13' OECD, supra note 135.
139 Id.
40 See generally OECD, WORKING PARTY ON TELECOMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
SERVICES POLICIES: VOIP: DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MARKET (2006), http://www.oecd.org/datao
ecd/56/24/35955832.pdf (noting the prominence of VoIP).
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introduction of VolP in markets with different compositions. 4' Additionally,
the OECD has begun to anticipate future technology that may have a
substantial effect on the telecommunication industry.'42
Similarly, CITEL, for over 100 years, has "endeavor[ed] to make
telecommunications a catalyst for the dynamic development of the Americas
by working with governments and the private sector."' 43 CITEL's "objectives
include facilitating and promoting the continuous development of
telecommunications.. . ."'44 CITEL has also started an analysis of VoIP's
development, challenges, current opportunities, and future growth. 45
APEC has "work[ed] to create an environment for the safe and efficient
movement of goods, services and people across borders in the region through
policy alignment and economic and technical cooperation." 46 Like the OECD
and CITEL, APEC has already begun to provide a basis for the policy
standards that should be associated with VoIP regulation. 1
47
'4' See OECD, ROADMAPS FOR SUCCESS IN TELECOMS LIBERALISATION: ISSUES AND BEST
PRACTICE 22(2003), availableathttp://www I.oecd.org/dac/ictcd/docs/otherdocs/OtherOECD_
roadmaps.pdf.
142 It is suggested that several "major network operators have put in place network upgrade
plans to implement next generation networks (NGN)." Additionally, "[s]ome market analysts
now predict that the entire [PSTN] will evolve into an NGN over the next 10 years or so."
OECD, NEXT GENERATIONNETWORK DEVELOPMENT IN OECD COUNTRIES 4 (2005), available
at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/58/11/34696726.pdf. See also OECD, DEVELOPMENT OF
VOICE OVER WIFI BY INTEGRATING MOBILE NETWORKS 4 (2005), available at http://www.oecd.
org/dataoecd/37/48/34741342.pdf(noting that "[riapid technological changes are facilitating the
convergence between WiFi [Wireless Fidelity] and mobile networks ...resulting in the
development of Voice over WiFi ... services").
113 CITEL, supra note 137.
4 Id.
,4- See CITEL, REPORT ON THE USTTI - CITEL VIDEOCONFERENCE: "VOICE OVER IP:
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES" (2004), available at http://www.citel.oas.org/sp/agosto-04/
pl !t-0558_i.doc; CITEL, Telecommunications Over IP - Challenges, http://www.citel.oas.org/
pcc l/iiforum/745a5-p l_i/index.htm (last visited June 10, 2007).
APEC, supra note 136.
14 APEC has had several meetings concerning the influence of VoIP in the region. See, e.g.,
APEC, ENABLING DIGrrAL OPPORTUNITES THROUGH EFFECTIVE POLICY & REGULATION, 2005
TELECOMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION MINISTERIAL MEETING (2005), available at http://
www.apec.org/apec/documentsreports/telecommunicationsinformation_ministerial-meetings/
2005.html; APEC, VOICE OVER IP (VOIP) SECURITY GUIDELINES, APEC BUDGET &
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING 2 (2006), available at http://203.127.220.1 1/cs.html?c
harset=-iso-8859-1 &url=http%3A//www.apec.org/apec/documents reports/budget manageme
nt committee/2006. html.
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It has been suggested that the World Trade Organization (WTO), through
its Basic Telecommunication Agreement, has the regulatory scheme in place
to provide the regulatory framework that the commission would seek to
establish. 4 However, the WTO Agreement does not contain any express
references to IP telephony or VolP. 49 Consequently, the WTO may not be as
effective as an organization that has taken a prominent role in the development
of IP telephony. 5 '
Establishing an international regulatory framework would require that each
nation adopt an international agreement. For the agreement to have any
credibility, it must provide a strong regulatory framework that will influence
regulators to make the decision-making processes transparent. Furthermore,
the regulatory scheme should "foster deployment, capital investment, and
competition."'' The decisions made in accordance with the regulatory
framework should be made in a timely fashion and should incorporate
flexibility for any unexpected occurrences.
The agreement, encompassing the definition of VoIP established by the
ITU, would provide the fundamental objectives, necessary requirements, and
guidelines for all nations. The agreement would provide information
concerning the procedure for VoIP providers to obtain licensing agreements,
the rights and obligations of the nations, and the rules concerning the
interconnection with PSTN providers. Furthermore, the agreement will
address the social issues associated with VoIP. These social issues include
emergency service access, universal service fund, numbering, quality of
service, network security, and legal enforcement access."'
To effectively implement the regulatory framework, the agreement should
provide for, at least, a two-year moratorium that will refrain from applying the
taxes and regulations that are associated with traditional telephony.' A
moratorium will allow for the effective and efficient development of VolP,
encourage competition, and ensure that hasty and uninformed decisions are not
148 Montana, supra note 83, at 710; see also WTO, Telecommunications Services, http://
www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/telecome/telecome.htm (last visited June 10, 2007).
149 Montana, supra note 83, at 699.
15 See OECD, supra note 135; CITEL, supra note 137.
151 Internet Society, supra note 23.
152 See Cherie R. Kiser & Angela F. Collins, Regulation on the Horizon: Are Regulators
Poised to Address the Status of IP Telephony?, 1 CoMMLAW CONSPECTUs 19, 22 (2003).
113 See Jeff Pulver, Looking for a Five Year Moratorium on VolP Regulation, THE JEFF
PULVER BLOG, Oct. 20, 2003, http://pulverblog.pulver.com/archives/000178.html.
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made concerning the regulation of VoW.'54 A two-year moratorium should
provide enough time for regulators to acquire a better understanding of VoIP
without causing PSTN networks to become obsolete.'55 Nevertheless,
moratorium longer than five years could potentially create unwarranted and
unnecessary consequences.' 56 A moratorium in effect beyond five years means
that VoIP service providers would not be responsible for taxes during that
period, resulting in an attractive draw to consumers seeking less expensive
services. 157 However, PSTN providers would still be subject to taxes that
would be absorbed by consumers, possibly resulting in numerous consumer
departures and the potential bankruptcy of PSTN providers.1
58
A two-year moratorium that incorporates a "light touch" approach will
promote competition, which will be a great benefit to consumers as well as to
a nation's economy.'59 To protect those countries that rely heavily on the
universal service fund, the agreement can provide that VoIP providers shall be
responsible for a flat fee (dissimilar to the fee that is associated with traditional
telephony) to compensate for the loss of revenue that would be potentially
gathered from PSTN providers. At the end of the moratorium period, if
necessary, "taxes and fees can be assessed.., to accurately compensate for the
proportional loss of revenue."' 6 °
Although there are numerous social objectives and policy concerns
associated with the utilization of VoIP, a two-year moratorium would provide
for minimal regulation on current telephony-related social issues, including
emergency calling, quality of service, and network security. These social
objectives have attendant economic incentives that could encourage VoIP
providers to create effective solutions. Although allowing access to law
enforcement interception may not provide an economic incentive to VolP
'54 Ed Gubbins, Rural Telcos Confront VoIP, TELEPHONY ONLINE, Sept. 16, 2004, http://
telephonyonline.com/access/web/telecom-rural-telcos-confront/index.html (pointing out that
some U.S. legislators favor a moratorium to stimulate VoIP growth).
155 See Donny Jackson, The Final Barrier for VoIP, TELEPHONY ONLINE, May 31, 2004,
http://telephonyonline.com/regulatory/print/telecom-final-barrier-voip/index.htm.
156 See Kevin Werbach, More on the Minnesota Vonage Ruling, WERBLOG, Oct. 21, 2003,
http://werbach.com/blog/archives/2003/10/more-on-the-min.html.
117 See Glenn Bischoff, USTA: Regulators Should Take Note of New World, TELEPHONY
ONLINE, Oct. 13, 2003, http://telephonyonline.com/news/web/telecomusta-regulators note/
index.html (debating the benefits and detriments to VolP regulation).
... Werbach, supra note 156.
... Internet Society, supra note 23.
"6 DuFour, supra note 22, at 493.
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service providers, the agreement should nevertheless provide for law
enforcement interception due to safety concerns of consumers. 6 '
To ensure that competition is occurring via the entry of new participants in
the market and innovation of new products, the agreement should guard against
anticompetitive behavior. 62 When "a compelling government interest" is
implicated, a provision should allow for regulation upon a legislative showing
of that interest.1 63  Due to the rapid technical progress of VolP, some
unpredictable developments are likely to occur; therefore, there should be
legislation that will allow the ITU16 flexibility to alleviate the detrimental
effects of these unforeseen events.
The two-year moratorium should allow each nation adequate time to modify
its current regulatory scheme to comply with the proposed international
agreement. If two years is inadequate, incremental extensions should be
allowed to individual nations upon a showing of need. Although the
agreement should provide for extensions in the moratorium, extensions should
be capped at a total of three years, which should provide enough time to give
an indication of the market's development and its influence on a nation's
telecommunications industry. 
165
Once each nation has indicated the amount of time it will need, its schedule
should be submitted to the ITU and attached to the general agreement. If the
agreement should be amended based upon each nation's submission, the
agreement should allow for an extension so that it can be amended.
Furthermore, sufficient time should be provided for the negotiation of any
questions or issues that may arise from the various nations during the
moratorium.
Implementation of the agreement will inevitably create conflicts. To
effectively handle any issues that may arise under the agreement, it is
imperative that the ITU form a settlement and dispute board. 66 The board
161 Id.
162 Id. at 489.
163 Id. at 493.
'" See supra Part V.C (suggesting the ITU head the implementation of the international
agreement).
165 Bischoff, supra note 157 (detailing the arguments on "knee-jerk" regulation and
pinpointing the issues underlying the necessity for regulations).
166 This settlement and dispute board would be similar to the WTO's already established
Dispute Settlement Board. See TRAB HUSSAIN, WTO, MANAGING THE CHALLENGES OF WTO
PARTICIPATION: VICTORY IN PRINCIPLE: PAKISTAN'S DISPUTE SETTLEMENT CASE ON COMBED
COTTON YARN EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES, http://www.wto.org/english/res e/booksp_e/
casestudiese/case34_e.htm (last visited June 13, 2007) (detailing the dispute settlement
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could be composed of directors and executives from the OECD, APEC, and
CITEL. The board would be established to address various issues, including
a nation violating the clauses of the general agreement, a nation directing
resources to other programs that will not further the goals of the international
agreement, a nation not working in accordance with the moratorium that it
established for itself, or a nation failing to report its progress in accordance
with the international agreement. The board would decide issues in the most
efficient manner, with each determination being based upon the goals of
furthering competition and development, and fostering innovation, while
compensating for meeting social objectives.
At the end of the moratorium, the goals expressed in the agreement should
be legislated by each nation. After the moratorium, "innovations and industry
best practices should be targeted at resolving social issues that the telecomm
industry was unable to achieve without a legislative impetus., 167 If given the
opportunity, VoIP, through innovation and the direction of social objectives,
may be able to accomplish the objectives without burdensome regulation. 168
Furthermore, the "light touch" regulatory scheme will foster innovation in
dealing with various social issues and improve the quality of the service. 69
E. The ProposedRegulatory Framework's Influence on Current Social Issues
1. Universal Service Fund (USF)
In developing countries, the term "universal service fund" (USF) is often
used to describe the widespread provision of identified services at affordable
rates to users in every part of a country.17° The USF has traditionally been
used to achieve universal access and service goals by raising funds from taxing
a percentage or specified amount of revenues from traditional telephony
providers.' 7' Universal obligations "apply to all telecommunications carriers
that provide interstate telecommunications services with each carrier
process).
167 DuFour, supra note 22, at 493.
168 Id.
169 Simon Taylor, EURegulators Agree [to] Create Level VoIP Playing Field, INFO WORLD,
Feb. 11,2005, http://www.infoworld.com/article/05/02/1 1/HNeulevelsvoipplayingfield 1 .html
(having a light touch concerning the regulation of VoIP will allow VoIP services to flourish).
170 Universal Service Fund: Communication toAll, VOICE&DATA, Jan. 6,2007, http://www.
voicendata.com/content/service_provider/1 07 0 10 6 05 .asp.
171 Id.
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contributing 'on an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis.' ,172 However, for
most nations, VoIP providers currently are not required to contribute to a
USF. 173
With the increase in VoIP providers, some fear that a loss in
telecommunication revenues could lead to a subsequent loss in funding for
universal service. 74 However, it is suggested that competition from VoIP
providers could enhance the prospects for universal service. 75 Countries that
have privatized their telecommunications systems have experienced much
faster growth in their networks than those that retained a state monopoly.176
Presently, the growth and development of VoIP does not have a crippling
effect to any nation's universal access.
VoIP can actually be positive for universal service. VoIP could catalyze
"streamlining universal service, and thus lowering the fee charged to
consumers.... ."177 Subsequently, this could result in an improvement of the
service available to citizens who choose to use VoWP. 7' Furthermore, if VoIP
providers were hit with a universal service/access "tax," it could discourage
innovators from providing low-cost services, and thus denying any service to
the poor and curtailing adoption by the casual user. 17' During the moratorium,
VoIP providers can create solutions that will benefit the business, consumers,
172 Cherie R. Kiser & Angela F. Collins, Regulatory Considerations for Cable-Provided
Voice Over Internet Protocol Services, in CABLE TELEVISION LAW 2005: COMPETITION IN VIDEO,
INTERNET & TELEPHONY 341, 398 (PLI Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks & Literary Property,
Course Handbook Series No. 819, 2005).
7 Currently,
the Czech Republic, Mauritius, the Slovak Republic and Venezuela subject
operators to universal service/access contributions. In Canada, the CRTC has
ruled that if the VoIP service provided allows for access to and/or from the
PSTN, the service is considered eligible to make contributions to the national
contribution fund.... In South Africa, VoIP providers who offer service by
virtue of their VANS license are required to contribute to the universal
service fund as a general telecommunications license holder.
GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 27.
'7 See ITU-R, supra note 54, at 5.
175 Ben Petrazzini, Competition in Telecoms-mplications for Universal Service and
Employment, PUBLIC POLICY FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR, Oct. 1996, available at http://rru.
worldbank.org/Documents/PublicPolicyJoumal/096ptrazzini.pdf.
176 Id.
177 DuFour, supra note 22, at 495.
178 Id.
179 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 26.
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and universal service. For example, some VolP providers currently charge
consumers a fee that equates to a universal service charge.8 0
As a result of regulatory certainty that could be provided by the
international agreement, there should be an increase in investment for service
providers allowing for further research and development.' The innovations
that are created as a result of the research and development "could improve
universal service for both the rural populations and the urban poor.'
'1 82
Currently, there are plans to roll out wireless fidelity (WiFi) networks in
various cities.8 3 As part of the WiFi networks initiative, there is a plan "to
provide low-income citizens with low-cost Wi-Fi enabled phones."' 4 For rural
populations, "innovations such as VolP satellite technology or broadband over
fixed wireless may provide solutions" for the continuation of universal
service. "'
Because VolP providers do offer a service that is typically cheaper than
traditional PSTN services, VoP can encourage other low-cost innovations. By
"[u]sing the same bandwidth, a VolP network can carry many times the
number of voice calls as a switched circuit network."'' 86 This means "transport
cost per bit of information is lower on packet switched networks.' 81 7 As a
result, "VoIP can be supported by regulators in developing countries as a
means to enhance at least the affordability aspect of universal
service/access.' 88  For example, "[t]he Association of Infocentres of El
Salvador (Infotel) ... is launching a VolP service for international calls using
pre-paid call cards.", 8 9  This "initiative is supported by the Salvadorian
regulator as a means of reducing international call costs."' 90
The need for universal service will still exist after the moratorium ends. If
the industry has not created feasible solutions, it could force VolP providers
I80 Vonage currently charges consumers almost $1.50 per billing cycle, which represents a
charge that is contributed to the USF of the United States. See Vonage, Charges, http://vonage.
com/help.php?article=586&category-=58&nav6 (last visited June 13, 2007).
181 DuFour, supra note 22, at 495.
182 Id.
183 Id. at 495-96.
'" Id. at 496.
185 Id.
186 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 26.
187 Id.
188 Id.
189 Id. "Similarly, state-owned Telecommunications Office (Telof) in the Philippines plans
to launch VolP services in un-served rural areas." Id. at 26-27.
190 Id. at 28.
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to contribute to the USF. However, VolP innovations have already increased
universal service without fees and with more innovations forthcoming.'91
Ultimately, the moratorium will provide VoIP providers with certainty for
planning and rapid growth incentives to establish solutions for improving
universal service, all while minimizing consumer costs.
2. Emergency Calling
Due to the nomadic nature of VolP, access to emergency services is not
absolute. One of the most prevalent issues concerning emergency calling is the
operator's inability to locate the callers in the same manner as traditional,
geographically-oriented PSTN networks.'92 Additionally, users are unable to
place an emergency call during power outages.
93
"The problems of handling emergency calls from VolP users can be divided
into two categories: emergency calls phoned from within a country and cross
border emergency calls."'94 The first category is a lesser concern because of
close ties between domestic service providers covered by domestic regulation
to a single government.' 95 Cross border VoIP emergency calls are more
problematic "because an emergency call needs to be identified as such," and
"there are more than 60 national emergency call numbers ... " 196
In requesting emergency services, a consumer can make an emergency call
and provide the operator information concerning his location. However, under
most emergency situations, calls are made under stress leaving the caller
unable to provide a location. Due to the ubiquitous nature of VolP, the
191 See Letter from The VON Coalition to Senator John Sununu, U.S. Senator (June 15,
2004), available at http://www.von.org/usr_files/Sununu%201etter/206-15-04.pdf (arguing that
innovations would occur if the government refrained from unnecessary regulations).
192 See Avi Rutschman, Internet Telephony New Calling Service Debated, AcoRN, Jan. 19,
2006, available at http://www.theacom.com/news/2006/0119/Front Page/004.html.
193 Despite VoIP's power outage issue, data systems like VoIP can be beneficial in
emergencies because they use capacity efficiently and the Internet Protocol bypasses damaged
switches. For example, during the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana, government
officials, with live Internet access, were able to set up VolP accounts in a makeshift command
center in a hotel. Bryan Richard, Is Katrina an FCC Wake-up Call?, VOIP MAGAZINE, Sept.
15, 2006, http://www.voip-magazine.com/content/view/475 (registration required).
'9' GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 23.
195 Id.
.96 Id. Examples include 911 in the United States and 112 in Europe. Id.
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operator would have difficulty in locating the caller or determining a call back
number.'97
To ensure access to emergency services for all users, the ITU must ensure
that an adequate network will be in place. A two-year preparatory period
should allow VolP providers enough time to create a solution, and give the
ITU an opportunity to impose an international standard.
Beyond policies imposed by regulators, VolP providers also have economic
and legal motivations to ensure that emergency service networks are in place,
reducing the need for strong-arm regulation. From an economic standpoint, if
VolP providers can offer consumers assurance that its service will provide the
location of the user when connected to an emergency service center, the VolP
product will be more attractive. Consequently, this could lead to potential
increases in revenue for VolP service providers. A VoP provider offering this
assurance will inevitably increase the consumer demand. Thus, this demand
will encourage other VoP service providers to provide products offering this
type of assurance as well.
From a legal perspective, VoP service providers are open to "civil liability
for failure to connect emergency calls if death or injury results."'98 Providers
can try to diminish liability by "disclosing the limitations of their service to
prospective consumers"; however, this will probably not completely eliminate
liability.'99 The risk of liability will remain as long as consumers do not have
access to emergency services, thus providers have a legal incentive to ensure
that its service can supply consumers with emergency access.
Due to economic and legal incentives, Vonage, one of the leading U.S.
VoP providers,200 is in the process of providing innovative solutions to the
emergency calling problem. In April 2005, Vonage "negotiated access to
Qwest Communications International's 911 infrastructure .... ,201 As a result
of the agreement, "911 calls from Vonage customers [will] travel over Qwest's
emergency calling infrastructure in 14 states, so the calls go directly to
197 Rutschman, supra note 192.
98 Kiser & Collins, supra note 152, at 41.
199 Id.; see also Botosan v. Paul McNally Realty, 216 F.3d 827 (9th Cir. 2000) (holding that
owners of public accommodations should not be permitted to contract away liability); Maryland
Casualty Co. v. Bank of Charlotte, 340 F.2d 550 (4th Cir. 1965) (holding that no one can
contract away liability for gross negligence).
200 See Ben Chamy, Vonage, WiMax Provider Team Up, ZDNet, Aug. 2,2005, http://news.
zdnet.com/2100-1035_22-5815406.html.
201 Ben Charny, Qwest Gives Vonage the 911, CNET NEWS, Apr. 20, 2005, http://news.
com.com/Qwest+gives+Vonage+the+911/2100-7352_3-5678598.html.
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emergency dispatchers.. .. "0' Through further development, Vonage recently
announced that it now supports 911 across the United States.20 3
Enhanced 911204 (E9 11) sends the emergency call, along with the
customer's address and phone number, to the proper local emergency call
center based on the caller's street address. 25 The effectiveness of such plans
requires cooperation with national authorities. The international agreement
should explicitly state that the various national governments must work closely
with the VoIP service providers to implement an effective emergency services
network.
VoIP providers, such as Vonage, are working quickly to ensure that their
services can supply access to emergency services. 2 6  Therefore, the
international agreement should provide for a reasonable amount of time for the
private industry to look for innovative solutions to the current emergency
services issue. If providers cannot come up with an effective solution in a
reasonable time, the agreement should provide for a regulatory mandate of
service via existing technologies by the member nations of the ITU to ensure
the safety and health of its citizens. However, private innovation has been
rapid and effective, showing promise for finding a successful solution for
201emergency services.
202 Id.
203 Vonage Now Supports 911 Across the U.S., CONVERGE NETWORKDIGEST, Dec. 14,2005,
http://www.convergedigest.com/voip/voiparticle.asp?ID=16882&ctgy='.
204 E91 1 enables cellular and IP service phones "to process 911 emergency calls and enable
emergency services to locate the geographic position of the caller." Webopedia, E91 1, http://
www.webopedia.comTERM/E/E91 I.html (last visited June 13, 2007).
205 Id In the event local authorities cannot display the Vonage customer's phone number or
address, Vonage offers basic 911. Basic 911 is a service in which the customer's emergency call
is delivered through a traditional 911 network and the call is answered by a trained dispatcher
in the local call area. Vonage also provides for the ability to receive support from its national
response center. Vonage, Vonage Provides 911, http://vonage.com/features.php?feature=911
(last visited June 13, 2007).
206 See Intrado, VolP Emergency Calling Services, http://www.intrado.com/assets/documents/
VoIP%20with%20background.pdf (last visited June 13,2007) (noting that the technology exists
to ensure consumers can contact emergency calling centers with the VolP service).
207 DuFour, supra note 22, at 502. VolP could provide emergency providers with "additional
data transmissions such as video of the scene or vitals of the injured person. ...
Videophones... would provide first responders with more information regarding the scene of
the emergency and allow them to prepare more adequately." Id.
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3. Law Enforcement Interception
Due to the prevalent threat of terrorism, law enforcement agencies need to
have the ability to conduct effective and efficient surveillance over
telecommunications technology. However, most VolP providers are not
subject to lawful interception of their services.20 8 Consequently, debate has
arisen concerning whether or not VolP providers should be subject to the same
lawful interception available with traditional PSTN providers.20 9
"Several countries are examining the possibility of providing their security
services with the necessary powers to intercept e-mails and monitor traffic on
the Internet."2 ' If this were to happen, "Internet service providers will be
required to install a link to the security services" to permit government
interception.2 ' "As more voice traffic moves to IP-based networks," VolP
providers may become subject to more law enforcement regulations.2"2
For example, the United States, in 1994, enacted the Communications
Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) to ensure that the proper legal
enforcement agencies have the ability "to conduct electronic surveillance" over
telecommunications technology.21 3  CALEA applies only to
"telecommunications carriers," defined to include any "person or entity
engaged in the transmission or switching of wire or electronic communications
as a common carrier for hire. 214 Consequently, VolP providers were not
required to adhere to the requirements imposed under CALEA.21 5 However,
in August 2005, the FCC ruled that VolP service providers must be prepared
within eighteen months to accommodate law enforcement wiretaps and will be
20. See Newport Networks, White Paper-Lawful Intercept Overview, http://www.newport-
networks.com/whitepapers/lawful-interceptl .html (last visited June 13, 2007) (noting that U.S.
VoIP providers are not required to adhere to lawful interception until May 2007).
209 See, e.g., Center for Democracy & Technology, VoIP and Law Enforcement Surveillance,
http://www.cdt.org/digitele/voip.shtml (last visited June 13, 2007) (providing diverse comments
from VoIP providers, non-profit organizations, and politicians concerning lawful interception
on VolP).
20 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 34.
211 Id.
212 Id.
213 Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Communications Assistance for Law
Enforcement Act (CALEA), http://www.fcc.gov/calea/ (last visited June 13, 2007).
214 47 U.S.C. § 1001(8)(A) (1994).
215 See Konrad L. Trope & Paula K. Royalty, Current Legal Issues Surrounding the
Regulation of Voice Over Internet Protocol, 5 J. PROPRIETARY RTS. 10, 11 (2004).
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subject to CALEA.216 "The Commission found that these services can
essentially replace conventional telecommunications services currently subj ect
to wiretap rules, including circuit-switched voice service and dial-up Internet
access." '17 The FCC order is limited to VolP service providers that permit
users to receive calls from, and place calls to, the PSTN.218
In Australia, the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)
expressed that all VolP services should be subject to lawful interception just
like traditional PSTN services29 The ACMA is in the process of determining
how the interception obligations should be met.220 In South Korea, however,
regulations imposed by the Ministry ofInformation and Communication (MIC)
"do not require VolP service providers to develop and provide the technology
to allow law enforcement agencies to carry out wiretapping warrants on VolP
subscribers., 22' However, the MIC "is not currently contemplating adding...
law enforcement access requirements to VoP operators, mainly due to
technological considerations. 222
Although surveillance may be necessary, there are still concerns from
privacy advocates that "believe VoP should not be required to meet
[wiretapping standards like] CALEA.... Privacy advocates fear that
applying VoIP to wiretapping standards would allow law enforcement "to
intercept data packets from individuals who are not subject to a court order., 224
Additionally, some believe that adding wiretapping to VolP "could introduce
216 Press Release, Federal Communications Commission (FCC), FCC Requires Certain
Broadband and VolP Providers to Accommodate Wiretaps (Aug. 5, 2005), available at http://
hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-260434AI .pdf.
217 Id. Law enforcement agencies already can obtain a subpoena for the contents of VoIP
calls from Internet access providers. But the FBI and others want the ability to capture the
technology live and they want systems designed so it would be easy to do that. Find Law,
Privacy Groups Challenge Internet Phone Call Wiretapping Rule, http://commonlaw.findlaw.
com/2005/10/privacygroups_.html (last visited June 13, 2007).
21' FCC, supra note 216.
219 AUSTRALIAN DEP'T OF COMMS., INFO., TECH. AND THE ARTS, EXAMINATION OF POLICY
AND REGULATION RELATING TO VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL(VOIP) SERVICES 38 (2005),
available at http://www.dcita.gov.au/_ data/assets/pdffile/34194NOIPReportNovember_
2005.pdf.
220 Id.
221 ITA, supra note 76.
222 Id.
223 DuFour, supra note 22, at 504.
224 Id.
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security holes by increasing the complexity of the code, and it could open up
vulnerabilities to sophisticated hackers.... .""'
Privacy issues are not the only concerns that arise when considering the
wiretapping of VolP service providers. The cost to implement a wiretapping
network is an additional concern for VolP service providers.226 "[T]he cost of
compliance with [wiretapping standards] can be significant" because "[i]n
some countries, law enforcement agencies or the government share the costs
of lawful interception with smaller operators or service providers." '227
"However, where these arrangements are absent, regulators need to be
sensitive to the fact that for smaller ... VolP service providers, the cost of
purchasing the necessary equipment to be able to provide access to law
enforcement agencies can be prohibitive.,
221
If regulators require "VoP providers to leave a backdoor for wiretapping,"
the regulation "will eliminate many of the efficiencies" that are associated with
VoWP. 229 Applying international regulations to VoP would essentially mandate
"VoP providers to design their network architecture to support the statute."230
Furthermore, the "nature" of VoP is "to send [data] packets in the most
efficient way possible," but "forcing packets to travel on a specific path" will
dilute the efficiency of VolP.231
Under the international agreement, regulators will have to "find a balance
between the obligations and requirements of law enforcement agencies and the
needs of [VoP] service providers. 232  The application of wiretapping
standards does not have the same economic incentive for VoP providers as
universal service and emergency calling.233 Therefore, compliance with
225 Grant Gross, Groups challenge FCC's VOIP wiretapping rules, INFOWORLD, Oct. 25,
2005, http://www.infoworld.com/article/05/10/25/HNfccvoip_l.html.
226 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 35.
227 Id.; see also Gross, supra note 225 ("Building in wiretapping functionality will cost
money both to for-profit VolP providers and to organizations such as public libraries offering
free Internet access to patrons ... ").
22 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 35; see also Caron Carlson, Network Providers Fight FCC
on VoIP Wiretapping, EWEEK.COM, Nov. 17,2005, http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1759,188
6658,00.asp (reporting that the cost of buying new equipment and re-engineering the networks
may just be too high).
229 Sunny Lu, Note, Cellco Partnership v. FCC & Vonage Holdings Corp. v. Minnesota
Public Utilities Commission: VoIP's Shifting Legal and Political Landscape, 20 BERKELEY
TECH. L.J. 859, 884-85 (2005).
230 Id. at 885.
231 Id.
232 GSR PAPER, supra note 2, at 35.
233 Though "products and services developed to meet the needs of universal service, access
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wiretapping standards will not be a top priority for VoIP service providers.
However, due to terrorism's prominence, 234 VoIP service providers may have
political and moral incentives to accommodate legal authorities' requests to
conduct surveillance on their networks.235
The most effective and efficient solution to alleviate the concerns regarding
the surveillance of VoIP networks would involve VoIP service providers and
domestic government regulators working together to create a plausible remedy.
VoIP providers and government regulators would need "to define the technical,
law enforcement, and economic issues at stake. 2 36 Additionally, the entities
would need to address any other concerns that may arise.237 VoIP providers'
effectiveness in presenting solutions is contingent on the quality and quantity
of the concerns raised by different nations.
The two-year moratorium that would be associated with the international
agreement should provide adequate time for the VoIP providers and
government regulators to lay the foundation for law enforcement agencies to
acquire access to VoIP networks. During this coordinated effort, VoP service
providers will still be able to create innovative products. 238 Even if a complete
solution is not developed by the end of the preparatory period, most nations
have existing wiretap laws that allow law enforcement officials the ability to
monitor VoIP communications.239
The need to promote innovation and development of VolP, privacy
concerns for consumers, potential high costs that are associated with the
implementation of a structure that would allow wiretapping on a VoIP
network, and access to existing wiretap laws suggest that the ITU should not
to persons with disabilities, and emergency services will attract customers and increase
revenues," wiretapping provides no direct economic incentives. DuFour, supra note 22, at 506.
234 See generally Center for Defense Information (CDI), Explaining Terrorism, http://www.
cdi.org/program/issue/index.cfm?ProgramID=39&issueid=138 (last visited June 13, 2007)
(providing access to different papers that analyze and explain the growth and effect of terrorism).
235 "VoIP providers have repeatedly said they don't wish to be known as the terrorists'
telephone system of choice .... Roy Mark, VoIP Wiretaps: Good Intentions, Bad Legal
Logic?, INTERNETNEWS.COM, Aug. 5,2004, http://www.intemetnews.com/bus-news/article.php/
3391471.
236 Kevin Werbach, Wiretapping and the Politics of Fear, TCS DAILY, Aug. 19, 2004, http://
www.tcsdaily.com/article.aspx?id=0819041.
237 See, e.g., id. (opining that "[U.S.] Constitutional safeguards for individual liberty" may
be threatened by wiretapping).
238 But cf DuFour, supra note 22, at 506 (suggesting that wiretapping requirements should
be placed on VoIP service providers even if innovations might be stifled).
239 Lu, supra note 229, at 882, 885 (describing also how the United States provides for
existing wiretap laws even for IP telephony).
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currently require VolP providers to provide access to wiretapping techniques.
Any solution that is harvested through a coordinated effort between VolP
service providers and government regulators should not impose excessive
burdens on VolP providers and market entry.
VI. CONCLUSION
Current telecommunications regulations are not conducive for the efficient
growth and development of VoP. A new regulation that would foster
innovation and competition is imperative to allow the continued growth of
VoP. To offer certainty, the regulation will need to provide a consensus
definition that will address the unique characteristics associated with VolP.
A new and consistent definition will allow countries to make informed
decisions concerning the regulation of VoIP, instead of trying to force it into
the regulatory framework of traditional telephony. The ITU, with its
heightened knowledge concerning the various aspects of VoP, appears to be
the ideal organization to provide a concrete definition.
After formulating a definition for VoP, international regulators and VolP
service providers will be able to determine how VolP should best be regulated.
To create an environment that is beneficial to the development of VoP, the
various involved nations should enter into an international agreement that
would provide for a unified regulatory framework. The implementation of the
international agreement should be headed by the ITU, with strategic assistance
provided by the OECD, APEC, and CITEL.
To effectively implement the regulatory framework, the agreement should
provide for a two-year moratorium that refrains from applying the taxes and
regulations associated with traditional telephony. The agreement should
provide information concerning the procedure for VoIP providers to obtain
licensing agreements, the rights and obligations of the nations, and the rules
concerning the interconnection with PSTN providers. Furthermore, the
agreement should address the social issues associated with VolP, such as
emergency calling, lawful interception, and universal service. The goals and
objectives of the agreement would not take effect until the various nations
unanimously agree.
The regulatory framework should also provide for "light touch" regulation
concerning the various aspects of VolP. Minimal regulation will promote
innovation and competition, and would serve as a great benefit to a nation's
economy by encouraging more market entrants.
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The proposed international regulatory framework provides certainty for
VolP service providers by stating clear objectives that must be achieved at the
end of the moratorium. Further governmental regulation should only be
provided if VoIP service providers cannot achieve the goals and objectives of
the agreement. Ultimately, the international agreement should provide
assurance to the various nations that their citizens' health and safety will be
protected, while VoIP service providers offer a superior product at a low cost.

